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Convivencia in International Plays for Young Audiences: Contemporary Works from Leading Playwrights. Sandburg, R.N. Vol 22, May/Jun: 35.


A Dream in the Road in You're On! Seven Plays in English and Spanish. Vol 22, Nov/Dec: 27.


Hippolyte, Kendel. The Song of One, or The Journey of Ti Marie in International Plays for Young Audiences: Contemporary Works from Leading Playwrights. Vol 22, May/Jun: 32.


Hunger in International Plays for Young Audiences: Contemporary Works from Leading Playwrights. McIntyre, Hope. Vol 22, May/Jun: 34.


Klein, John.
Mast, Edward.
Ott, Gustavo. Minor Leagues in International Plays for Young Audiences: Contemporary Works from Leading Playwrights. Vol 22, May/Jun: 34.
Race in International Plays for Young Audiences: Contemporary Works from Leading Playwrights. Pachino, Jamie. Vol 22, May/Jun: 35.
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